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ABSTRACT 
We consider the question of stability of the Mazur Intersection Property for closed bounded 
convex sets (MIP) and for compact convex sets (CI) in Banach Spaces. The results presented 
include, among other things, characterisations of the MIP and the CI for the I,, sum of Banach 
spaces and for the Bochner-Lebesgue LP-spaces, 1 <p< 03. 
INTRODUCTION 
S. Mazur [12] was the first to consider the following smoothness property in 
normed linear spaces, called the Mazur Intersection Property (MIP) or, more 
briefly, the Property (I): 
Every closed bounded convex set is the intersection of closed bails con- 
taining it. 
Later, R.R. Phelps [13] provided the following characterisation of the MIP 
for finite-dimensional spaces: 
A finite-dimensional space X has the MIP if and only if the extreme points 
of the unit ball B(X*) of the dual X* are norm dense in the unit sphere S(X*). 
He also showed that the above is no longer sufficient in infinite-dimensional 
spaces and provided the following general sufficiency condition: 
If the w *-strongly exposed points of B(X*) are norm dense in S(X*) then X 
has the MIP. 
The necessity of this condition is as yet an open problem. 
J.R. Giles, D.A. Gregory and B. Sims [5] extended Phelps’ results to provide 
the following characterisation of the MIP: 
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THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent 
(a) X has the MIP. 
(b) The w *-denting points of B(X*) are norm dense in S(X*). 
(c) Every support mapping on X maps norm dense subsets of S(X) to norm 
dense subsets of S(X*). 
Investigating the necessity of Phelps’ condition, they showed that the con- 
dition is indeed necessary if, additionally, X* has the w*-MIP, i.e., every 
w *-compact convex subset of X* is the intersection of balls, or, if the space X 
is an Asplund space. They asked whether the MIP implies the space is Asplund. 
Now, if X is separable and has the MIP, it follows from (c) of Theorem 1 
that X is Asplund. So one asks, is the MIP hereditary, i.e., inherited by sub- 
spaces? It is known that the answer is negative in general. For example, R. 
Deville [2] sketches an argument o show that it is possible to construct a norm 
on [R3 having the MIP with a two-dimensional subspace lacking it and Tsarkov 
[19] produces one such norm. In Section 1 below, we construct an example 
much simpler than that of Tsarkov. 
But since the Asplund property is isomorphism invariant, the more pertinent 
question is whether the related topological property, i.e., the existence of an 
equivalent MIP renorming, is hereditary. To date, this remains open. 
Recently, J.H.M. Whitfield and V. Zizler [20] considered the following 
weaker property, which they call the Property CI: 
Every compact convex set is the intersection of balls. 
They proved the following condition to be sufficient for the CI: 
The cone of extreme points of X* (i.e., all nonnegative multiples of the 
extreme points of B(X*), denoted Ext. (X*)) is r,-dense in X*, where rx 
denotes the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of X. 
This condition was proved to be necessary as well by A. Sersouri [16] who 
further proved that the existence of equivalent MIP or CI renorming was stable 
under co and &-sums for 1 <p< 00. 
In Section 2, we prove that the usual norm on the $-sum (1 <p< 00) of a 
family of Banach spaces has the MIP (or the CI) if and only if each coordinate 
space has the MIP (or the CI), a result more direct than that of [16]. 
In the last section, Section 3, we prove for any Banach space X, any finite 
non-atomic measure space (Q, 2, p) and any 1 <p < 00, the Lebesgue-Bochner 
space LQ, X) has the CI. And if A denotes the Lebesgue measure on [0, 11 
and 1 <p< 03, then Lp(& X) has the MIP if and only if X has the MIP and is 
an Asplund space. 
Our notations are standard. Any unexplained terminology can be found in 
[l], [3] or in the specific references cited in the text. We restrict our attention 
to real Banach spaces. All the subspaces we consider are assumed to be norm 
closed. xA denotes the indicator function of A. 
1. THE SUBSPACE QUESTION 
EXAMPLE. In lR3, consider the following set 
U={(x,y,z): (X151, /Zlll, y*1(1-x*)(l-z*)}. 
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I/ is a closed bounded symmetric convex set with non-empty interior. Hence 
the Minkowski functional of U defines a norm on lR3 equivalent to the 
Euclidean norm. The norm turns out to be 
The corresponding pre-dual norm on R3 with the above as the dual norm is 
given by 
r lad + la31 if a:5 Iala 
ll(aba2,a3)ll = I[ @!+aM+a3 4 1 1’2 if a2,1ala31 2 
Observe that the surface of U is given by all those points where one of the 
defining inequalities is an equality, and that except for points on the plane y = 0 
(where the restricted norm is the I, norm on lR2) all the points on the surface 
are exposed and hence extreme points of U. So, by Phelps’ characterisation, the 
pre-dual norm indeed has the MIP. 
But if we consider the subspace a2 = 0, the inherited norm is the [, norm on 
fR2, which clearly lacks the MIP. 
Observe further that the usual projection onto this subspace is a norm-l 
projection. So, neither complemented subspaces nor even those complemented 
by norm-l projections necessarily inherit the MIP. 
We, however, have the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. If X has the MIP (resp. the CZ) and a subspace Y of X is the 
range of an M-projection P, i.e., /Ix II= max { 11 Px 11, 11 x - Px II} for all x E X, then 
Y has the MIP (resp. the CZ). 
PROOF. Let K be a closed bounded (resp. compact) convex set in Y. Since X 
has the MIP (resp. the CI), there exist {Xi}i,I~Xand {ri}iEl with rj>O for all 
iEZ, such that K= n ie, B,[Xi], where B,[x] = (zEX: I/z-xl1 sr}. Let XEK~ 
Y, then for all iEI, Ilx-xill_ i <r SO that l[Xi-PXiII = [1(X-Xi)-P(X-Xi)III 
IlX-Xilj Sri. 
Claim. K=n,,, {YE Y: il~-Pxill Sri}. Firstly, since l/PI1 = 1, we have 
K=P(K)~P[n,.,~,rxi]]cn,,, (KEY: I\y-Pxi\lsri}=RHS. Conversely, 
if XERHS, for all icZ, Ilx-xill =Max {[IX-Px;~/, IIxi-PxiII)Iri, as 
l/Xi-Px;II I ri. Th us XE n ie, B, [Xi] = K. Q.E.D. 
Phelps [13] also noted that a two-dimensional space has the MIP if and only 
if it is smooth. Now, if the MIP were hereditary, all the two-dimensional sub- 
spaces of it would be smooth and the space itself would then be necessarily 
smooth. But, as the above example shows, a non-smooth space may also have 
the MIP, and all the known examples where the heredity of the MIP fails are 
non-smooth spaces. So, it is pertinent to ask: 
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QUESTION. Is the property of being a smooth space with the MIP hereditary? 
We note that no counter-example of this is possible in finite dimensions as 
smoothness implies the CI, which is equivalent o the MIP in finite dimensions, 
and smoothness is definitely hereditary. 
2.THE 1,SUM 
That the existence of an equivalent renorming with the MIP or the CI is 
stable under c, or lr sums for 1 <p< 03 was established by A. Sersouri [16] 
using a renorming result for the MIP by R. Deville [2] and for the CI by 
himself [ 161. 
We can, however, prove the following direct result for the lp sums, 1 <pc 00. 
THEOREM 3. Let (X, : CY E f> be a family of Banach spaces. Let 1 <p< m. 
Then the space X= (Oaer X& with the usual I,-norm has the MIP (resp. the 
CZ) if and only if for all Q E r, the space X, has the MIP (resp. the CZ). 
Recall that if Xis as in Theorem 3, X*=(@uETX$)Iq, where l/p+ l/q= 1. 
Recall (from [17]) that a point (x,*) E S(X*) is an extreme point of B(X*) 
if and only if for all cr~T, X,*E Ext. (X,*), i.e., either x,*= 0 or x,*/Ijx,*Ij is an 
extreme point of B(X,*). 
[ 171 also contains similar characterisations of various other types of extreme 
points of B(X). We prove below that the w*-denting points of B(X*) can also 
be characterised similarly. 
[I I] contains the following characterisation of a denting point of a closed 
bounded convex set in a Banach space: 
THEOREM 4 [l 11. Let x be an element in a closed bounded convex set K of a 
Banach space. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) x is a denting point of K. 
(b) x is a very strong extreme point of K, i.e., for every sequence {x,,} of 
K-valued Bochner integrable functions on [0, l] the condition 
lim 11 i x,(t)dt-xl\ =0 implies lim i )(x,(t)-xIIdt=O. 
n-m 0 n-m 0 
(c) x is an extreme point of K which is also a point of continuity (PC), i.e., 
the identity map: (K, weak)+(K, norm) is continuous at x. 
REMARK. In defining a very strong extreme point, we may replace Lebesgue 
measure on [0, I] by any finite measure on any measure space. Also, instead of 
the sequence {x,}, we may use a net {x,}. In other words, x is a very strong 
extreme point of K if and only if, for any finite measure space (Q Z, p) and any 
net {x,} of K-valued Bochner integrable functions on 52, the condition 
lim /I j x,(w)dp-x11=0 implies lim j I/x,(w)-xlldp=O. 
u R l7 R 
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Here we give an analogue of (a) o (c) of Theorem 4 to characterise a w *- 
denting point of a W*-compact convex set in a dual space. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be a w *-compact convex subset of a dual space X*. A point 
x$ E K is a w *-denting point of K if and only if x2 is an extreme point of K 
which is also a w *- PC, i.e., the identity map: (K, w*)+(K,norm) is contin- 
uous at x0*. 
PROOF. The necessity is obvious. 
The sufficiency follows immediately from the following consequence of 
Lemma 1.3 of [14] (See also Proposition 25.13 of G. Choquet, “Lectures on 
Analysis”, Vol. II, W.A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1969): 
If K is as above, then x * E K is an extreme point of K if and only if w *-slices 
of K containing x* form a local base at x* for the relative w *-topology on K. 
The next lemma characterises the w *-denting points of B(OaEr X&,. 
LEMMA 6. Let {X,} and X be as in Theorem 3. A point x*=(x,*)eS(X*) is 
a w *-denting point of B(X*) if and only if for every CY, either x,*=0 or 
x,*/IIx,*II is a w*-denting point of B(X,*). 
We postpone the proof of Lemma 6 till the next section where similar results 
will be proved in a more general setting. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. (The MZP): Let for all cr~T, X, have the MIP. Let 
x*=(x,*)eS(X*). Fix .s>O. Let r,={a~r:x,*#O}. For air,, x,*/llx,*ll~ 
S(X,*) and since X, has the MIP, there exists y,*, a w *-denting point of B(X,*), 
such that 
I/r,‘- , :,I II - <&. * 
Define .z * = (z,*) by 
z*= llx,*Il~Z for -r0 
a 
1 
0 for aer,. 
By Lemma 6, z * is a w *-denting point of B(X*) and 11x*-z *114< E. Con- 
versely, if X has the MIP, let cro E r and x:0 E S(X,*,). Fix 0 <E < 1. The point 
x* = (x2) defined by 
xzO = 
t 
xzO if (r=ao 
0 if a#ao 
is in S(X*) and hence there exists y*, a w*-denting point of B(X*), such that 
IIx*-Y*II,<&. 
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Clearly, 11 xz -JJJ[ <EC 1 and SO, y,*,#O. Also, by Lemma 6, u,*,/llrzll is a 
w*-denting point of B(XzO). 
Now, 
llx:- II:*,1 II 
-+ 5 Ilx;-r:ll+ II- llr,:,II I 
cr, 
<c+ I Ilxcl*,ll- Ilucg I<&+ II-+r,*,ll -CL?. 
Hence, Xa, has the MIP. 
(The C1): Let for all cx E r, X, have the CI. 
Let x* = (x,*) E S(X*). Let K be a compact set in X. We may assume KC 
B(X). 
Let rr, : X-+X, be the co-ordinate projection. Then K, = n,(K) is a compact 
set in X,, for all a EK Fix e>O. Choose rc, G r, r, finite, such that 
IIx*x~,~,JI~<E and for all CrETc, x,*#O. For crETO, there exists y,*, an 
extreme point of B(X,*) and ~2~2 0 such that IIx$ - a,y,*(IK,< cllx,*l/‘r, where 
11 z,* )I K. = Sup {I z,*(k,)l : k, E K,}. Define u * = (u,*) by 
u*= 1 a,y,* if aero a 0 if aer,. 
Clearly, u,*/IIuzII =y,* is an extreme point of B(X,*). So, u*/llu*Il, is an 
extreme point of B(X*) and for any k = (k,) E K, we have 
I(X*-~*wl=I zr (x,*-%3wl 
5 C ICC-a,y,*)Wl + Era IG%>l asr, 
SE c llx,*llq+d & IlwYp~dIIx*Il~+ IIqJ~2~~ 
uer, 
since x*ES(X*) and ~EKc_B(X). Hence, IJx*--u*llK12&. 
Conversely, let X have the CI. Let cq,iT, xcl*,~ S(X*), Ka, G Xa, compact. 
Define x* E S(X*) as in the case of the MIP. Define K= {(x,) : xao E Ku0 8z 
x,=0 for a#cq,}. Clearly, K is compact and for any z*EX* l/z*llK= IIz,*,llK,,. 
Now, the CI in Xa, clearly follows from that in X. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
REMARKS. 1. For any two Banach spaces Xi and X,, the space X= 
X,@,,X, fails to have the MIP. 
2. It follows from Proposition 2 above that if the c,, or the I, sum of a 
family of Banach spaces has the MIP (or the CI), then each of them has the 
MIP (the CI). The converse is not true in general as the finite-dimensional 
spaces 12, nz 1, fail the CI. 
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3.BOCHNERLP-SPACES 
If X is a Banach space and (52, Z, ,u) a measure space, let LQ, X) denote the 
Lebesgue-Bochner function space of p-integrable X-valued functions defined 
on Sz, 1 up< 00 (see [4]). Recall (from [3]) that if l/p+ l/q= 1 (1 <p<oo), the 
space Lq(p, X*) is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of Lp(p, X)* and 
that they coincide if and only if X* has the Radon-Nikodym Property (RNP) 
with respect to p. Note that, in general, the space Lq(p, X*) is a norming, and 
hence a w*-dense, subspace of Lp(b, X)*. 
Recall (from [4] and [8]) that Lp(,u, X)* is isometrically isomorphic to the 
following two spaces: 
(1) V,(p, X*)= the space of all vector measures F: Z+X* such that the 
q-variation of F is finite, i.e., 
p(E) : II is a finite partition of Q < 00, 
and (2) Lq(p, X*; X) = the space of all w*-equivalence classes of X*-valued 
w*-measurable functions h, such that the real-valued function //A( .)/I E 
L4(K W. 
Our main results in this section are the following: 
THEOREM 7. For any Banach space X, any finite non-atomic measure space 
(Q 2, p) and 1 <p < 03, the space Lp(p, X) has the CZ. 
THEOREM 8. For any Banach space X, any finite measure space (a, 2?, p) and 
1 <p < 03, the space Lp(p, X) has the MZP if and only if X has the MZP and 
Lq(p, X*)= V,(p, X*), where l/p+ l/q= 1. 
Let X be a Banach space, (Q, Z, pu) a measure space, 1 <r< 00. Let A C_ S(X). 
Define 
M,(A) = {f E S(L’(p, X)) : f is of the form f = i X,.Q 
i=l 
with nzl, Eie_Z and xi EA for all i=l,...,n} and, 
llxill 
N,(A) = {f l S(L’(p, X) : for almost all t E Q, either 
f(t) 
f(t)=0 or - 
IlfWII EA)* 
Note that M,(A) c N,(A) c S(L’(p, X)). 
The following results are well-known: 
(1) If A = {extreme points of B(X)} then N,(A) c {extreme points of 
B(L’(p, X))]. (See, e.g., [181). 
(2) If A = {strongly exposed points of B(X)} then N,(A) 2 {strongly exposed 
points of W’(p, X))} zM,(A) U91, 161 & [71). 
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(3) If A = {denting points of B(X)} then N,.(A) = {denting points of 
B(L’(K X))1 [lOI. 
A survey of similar results may be found in [17]. 
In the dual situation, we note that: 
(1) If A = {extreme points of B(X*)} then N,(A) c {extreme points of 
B(Lq(pu, X*)}. In the following we prove that in fact, M,(A) c {extreme points 
of B( Iqu x*))). 
(2) Any w*-denting point or w*-strongly exposed point of B(V& X*)), 
being a w*-PC, necessarily belongs to L4@, X*). And it is implicit in [9] that 
if A = { w*-strongly exposed points of B(X*)} then M,(A) c {w*-strongly 
exposed points of B(Lq(p, X*))}. Below, we prove by different methods a 
similar result for w*-denting points of Lq(u X*), the proof being more in- 
volved than that for w*-strongly exposed points. 
LEMMA 9. Let X be a Banach space, (Q, Z, p) a measure space, 1 <p < 03, 
l/p+ l/q= 1. Let A = {extreme points of B(X*)} C S(X*). Then, M,(A) c 
{extreme points of B( Vq(p, X*))}. 
PROOF. Let F= Cl x~&,,EM~(A). Suppose there exist G,, G2 E B( Vq(,u, X*)) 
with F= +(G, + G2). 
We will prove that F=G, =GZ, i.e., for any EE_Z with &Y)>O, F(E)= 
G,(E) = G,(E). Fix any such EEC. Put A, = Q \ (U YE 1 Ai). Then rc = 
{A,, A,, .*a, A,} is a partition of 52. For i= 0, 1, . . . . n, define Ei, =EfIAi and 
Ei,=E c * nAi. Put ~0 ~0. 
Now, for any i=O,‘l ,...,n and j=1,2 with ~(E,)#O we have Xi*~(Eij)= 
F(Eij)=~[G,(Eij)+G,(Ei~)I or, 
xi* = + Gl(Eij) + G,(Eij) 
1 P(Eij) * 
IIG,(Eij)Il + IIG2Wij)lI 
P(E;j) 1 
and hence 
llx*llq 
IIGIWij)IIq+ llG2(Eij)llq 1 /4Eij)q *
But then 
1~ ilFll8= i IIXi*IIqP(Ai)= Y? i IIXi*IlqP(Eij) 
i-0 i=O j=l 
= 
c IIXi*IIq/4Eij) 
l(Lj):i@g,)fO1 
13 
IIG1(Eij)IIq 
C C pc(E,.)q P(Eij)+ C C 
IIG2(Eij)IIq pu(E,,j 
P(q)*0 U PW,, I+ 0 P(Eij)’ IJ 1 
dW,ll,4+ Il’32II~l~ 1. 
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So, we must have 
llxiT=i[ 
IIG~@~~)llq+ IIG2W~)llq 
P(Eij)’ 1 for all i, j with p(Eij) # 0. 
Then the strict convexity of the map t+tq gives 
IIx~l, = llGI(Eij)ll = llG2(Eij)ll 
I 
P(Eij) P(Eij ) 
whenever ~(Eij) # 0. 
Thus, 
G (EiJ G,(Eij) 
IIG,(E~~)JI + IIG,(E~~)II whenever p”(ECi)fo’ 1 
Now, the extremality of Xi*/ 1 X: I/ implies 
* 
Gi (Eij) G,(Eij) 
IjZ*/I = IIG,@‘ij)II = llG2(Eij)l/ ’ 
whence 
so, 
x,*_ Gl(4j) G,(Eij) 
I 
P(Eij) 
= ~ whenever c1(Eij) # 0. 
P(Eij) 
F(E)= i XF,U(Ei,)= i G,(Ei1)=G,(E). 
i=O i=O 
Similarly, F(E) = G,(E). Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. (1) It is easy to see that the following converse of Lemma 9 is 
also true: 
If a simple function of the form f = Cy=, xFxA, is an extreme point of 
BWq(/l, X*)), then fEM,(A). 
(2) Both Lemma 9 and the above remark extend immediately to simple 
functions taking countably many non-zero values, i.e., the following holds: 
A simple function of the form f = Cp”_, x~x~,ES(V&, X*)) is an extreme 
point of B( I’,@, X*)) if and only if for all i= 1,2, . . . . x~/ljx~Ij is an extreme 
point of B(X*). 
PROOFOFTHEOREM 7. Let T denote the topology on V,(,U, X*) of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of Lp(~, X). 
Note that B(Lq(p, X*)) is w *-dense in B( V,(p, X*)), so Lq(p, X*) is r-dense 
in I’,@, X*), and simple functions are norm dense in Lq@, X*). Thus it suf- 
fices, by Lemma 9, to show that given any simple function FE S (Lq(p, X*)), 
any compact subset K of LP@, X) and any .s>O, there exists a function 
F, eMq(_4) such that IIF- F, llK< E, where A = {extreme point of B(X*)} c 
S(X*). Now, since K is compact and simple functions are norm dense in 
Lp@, X), there exist simple functions {g,, . . ..g.} such that Kc Uy=, Bc/d(gi). 
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Suppose we have found a function F, EMJA) such that I(F-Fl)(gj)l < ~12 for 
all j= 1, . . ..m. 
Then for any g E K, there exists gj such that llg -gj)l,<e/4. SO, 
I(F-F~)(S)l~ I(F-F,Uj)J + IV’-F,)(g-gj)J 
5; +Wllq+ IIF,l14)~llg-giIlp~ + +2+ =E, 
[since j/F/l,= jjF,&= I]. 
Therefore we may as well assume K is a finite set {g,, . . . . g,}. Further, passing 
to finer partitions if necessary, we may assume there exists a partition 
{A r, . . . . A,) of Q such that p(Ai)>O for all i= 1, . . ..n and each of the func- 
tions g,, . . . , g, and F take constant values on each Ai, i.e., the functions 
g,,...,gm and F have the form F= C:=, aixT~A, with Xi*ES(X*) for all 
i=l , . . . , n and gj = C:= 1 XijXA, for all j = 1, . . . . m, where some of the oi’s and 
Xij’S may be zero and the (TiXi*‘S and Xij’S need not all be distinct. Then, 
F(gj)= i aiXi*(Xij)~(Ai) for allj=l, . . ..m. 
i=l 
NOW, p is finite implies llFlll= Cy=, JCrij~(Ai)<oO. Fix O<Y/<E/IIF)I~. Since 
B(X*) is w *-compact and convex, by the Krein-Milman Theorem we have: for 
each i= 1, . . . . n, there exists Aik 2 0, k = 1, . . . , N with Cc=‘=, A,= 1 and {x$);=, 
extreme points of B(X*) such that I(Xi*- Cr=, AikXi~)(X~~)l <q for all 
r=l ,..., n, s=l,..., m. 
Since p is non-atomic, for each i= 1, . . . . n, there is a partition {Ail, . . . . AiN} 
of Ai such that p(Aik) =Izi,p(Ai) for all k= 1, . . . . iV. Define 
Then, 
llF1ll8= IZ Iail’ i /AAik)= IZ I~ilqP(Ai)=IIFIl~=l 
i=l k=l i=l 
and since each Xi* EA, Fl EMU. Further, for all j= 1, . . . . m 
F,(gj)= YZ t QiXi*k(XijMAik)= 2 g ~~X~~(Xij)~~~/-dAi) 
i=l k=l ,=I k=l 
= ii, ai/AAi)( i Ai/cXi*k)(Xij), 
k=l 
and so, 
I(F-Fl)(gj)I = I i aiP(Ai)[X?- i ~;kX$l(Xij)l 
i=l k=l 
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REMARK. If the existence of an equivalent CI renorming is hereditary, it 
would follow from Theorem 7 that every Banach space admits an equivalent 
CI renorming. This was also noted by Sersouri [16], although in a different 
context. 
LEMMA 10. Let X be a Banach space, @2,.&p) a measure space and 1 < 
p< 00. Let l/p + l/q = 1. A simple function of the form g = CL, Xi*XE, E 
S(Lq(p, X*)) is a w*-denting point of B(T/,(p, X*)) if and only if for all 
i= 1,2, -..,Xi*/IlXi*II is a w*-denting point of B(X*). 
PROOF. Suppose for all i= 1,2, . . . . xy/((xy (( is a w *-denting point of B(X*). 
Then by the remarks following Lemma 9, g is an extreme point of B( V,(,U, X*)). 
Since the w*-neighbourhoods of g in B(Lq(p, X*)) and w *-slices of B(Lq(p, X*)) 
containing g are restrictions to B(Lq(p, X*)) of w*-neighbourhoods and 
w *-slices in B( V,(p, X*)) respectively, the result quoted in the proof of 
Lemma 5 implies that the w*-slices of B(Lq(p, X*)) containing g form a base 
for the relative w *-topology at g. Further, using the w *-density of B(Lq(p, X*)) 
in B( V,(p, X*)) and the w*-lower semicontinuity of the norm, it is easy to 
check that w *-slices of B(V& X*)) containing g and their restrictions to 
B(Lq(p, X*)) have the same norm diameter. Hence it suffices to prove that if 
{g,) G B(Lq(~u, X*)) is a net such that g, x g then llga - gl/,+O. 
W* 
Put Ee=sZ\ Uz, Ei. Then g,xE,- 
W* 
gxE,=o and &XQ\E,- i%?\E,* 
Now, by the w*-lower semicontinuity of the norm we have: 
(0 1 = llgllq~ lim llgallq~ lim Ilsclllq~ 1 
a (I 
and hence 
lim Ilgallq = 1 = Ilsllq. a 
Similarly, we have 
lim Ik&oii~=lim (k& ik&2\E,,i@=oa 
a a 
Thus, it suffices to show that (Ig,Xo\E,-gllq+O. 
So, we may assume without loss of generality that (Q Z, p) is a-finite, and 
for almost all t, g(t) z 0. 
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Fix E>O, choose N>l such that LEN+, IIx~IIqp(Ej)<~. Put F=UE, Eia 
We have, 
T- 
Ilgx+ lim lIg,xdI+ h IIg,xFll~ 
a a 
and, 
- 
IIm2\&~ lim llg,x~\~11~~ hm Ikhxa\d& 
(I a 
Suppose 
Then there exists a subnet {gs,} of {g,} such that 
7 
lim IlgpuxFII~=llm Ilg,xFII~ and lim Ilgg,xa\Fll~ exists. a (I (2 
Then 
1= Ilgx&+ IIm2\$< lim IIgp,xFIlZ+ lim Ilg~nxn\FIl; 
a a 
= lim Ilg&~ 1, 
n 
a contradiction. So, we have, 
IlmIl~=li~ Ilg,xd$ 
Similarly, 
Ih2\&= lim Ilgah2\&. (2 
Now, 
ll&-gll;= IlkT-gM;+ Ilk?-&2\& 
5 II~~,-g)xFII~+ m&2\&+ Ilgxo\FIIqlq 
5 II~Sa-~~X~II~+~q-1~Il~axs2\~II~+ lIm2\FII~l 
(by convexity of the map t-,tq). 
So, if Il(ga-&~IIq+09 we can choose a0 such that for all a> oo, 
II(g,-g)x&<~ and Ikx~\dI:< lIm~\&+c 
i.e., we have for crkao, llga-g1181e + 2q-1 -3~. Thus, it suffices to prove 
Ilg,xF-gxFllq+O. So, again, without loss of generality, we may assume p is 
finite and g is of the form C:=, xTxE, E S(Lq(,u, X)) with {E,, . . . . E,} a parti- 
tion of 0. 
Suppose now, that IlgU-gllq%O. Then there exists e,>O and a subnet {ga,} 
of {g,} with P,z(Y for all CI, such that lIgS,-gllqreo for all cr. For notational 
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simplicity, put G, = gp,. Then G, EB(L~(,M, X*)) for all (Y, G, sg and 
(IG,-g&Lq, for all a. 
As noted earlier, 
(1) lim IIG&= 1 = II& a 
Fix A ~2, p(A)> 0. Put A;, =A nEi and Aiz =Ei \ Ai,. Fix Au such that 
any x~X XXA,,EL~(P,X), so, (~x~,,,G,)-)(xx~,,,g), i.e., 
G,d~l)+(x, XF)p(Aij). 
,U(Aij) > 0. For 
(X, j 
AC 
This implies, 
1 
/Qij) 
whence 
f 
(2) 
i 
bi*ll~ !ifz & II j,, ‘&44 
1 
I/q 
. 
Thus, we have, 
IIXi*H’p(Aij)% lim { IIG,I(‘dp for all i,j. 
LI ,411 
Adding, we get 
l=IIgII8= i i IIXi*IIqAAij)~ i i lim S llG,IIq& r=l j=l i=l j=l T A,, 
IIXi*ll’,~(Aij) = lim { IIG,llqd~ for all i, j. 
n 4 
Suppose, for some io, j,, we have 
llX~IIqP(Aioj,,)< i& .!,, IIGaIlq&~ 
a 0 
Then, 
- 
llxib”I14~&,;,)< 11: [ ; llGallqd~- C C j, IIG,I1444 
(Lj)+hjd 
= l- lim C C 1, II’%llqd~~ I- C C lim S II’Zillqd~ 
cl (r,j)th,jd (Lj)#(io,jo) a 4 
=I- C C IIXi*IIqP(Aij) making 1 = llgllT= i i IIXi*//‘C((Aij)< 1. 
U,j)tUo,jo) i=l j=l 
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So, we must have 
11X;* II’p(A;j) = lim J (1 G,\1’& for all i, j. 
a 4 
- 
Now, by (2) above and by the hm-version of (2) we have that for all i, j, 
II$II144j)=lim S IIG,ll&. a 4 
Thus, 
l Ilg(OII&= ,i, IIxi*IIAA,)=lim ii, 1, IlG&)lld~ a 
=lim 5 IIG,WlId~. 
a A 
Since A E _E was arbitrary with p(A) > 0, we have that for all A E Z with ,u(A) > 0, 
lim S IIG,Wll&= S IIg(W~ 
A A 
whence, ii Lq(p, R), IIG,(.)Il w* ----+ llg( .)II. Now, since the space LQ(,D, R) is 
uniformly convex and jlg( .)jl E S(LQ@, IR)), llg( .)I1 is a w *-denting point of 
B(Lq(pu, R)) and hence a w*-PC. 
So, we have 
(3) i )IIGAOlI - IIg(~)II~qdr’O~ 
Again, fix Aij such that p(Aij)>O. Then 
and 
1 
- S ll’&lld~+Ilxi*Il~ 
&lij) A,, 
so 
{A,, Gch ,,I* : x: 
!A, II %IW IWII . 
Since Xi*/IIXi*II is a w*-PC of B(X*), this means 
II 
Xi* {Ai, Gch - - 
I xi*II !,$j IIGalldP +O Or IIxi*II I/ I  
Xi* {A,, G& -- 
tWij>IIXi*II /I 
+O (as (Y+oo). 
Choose a net {E,} such that a,>0 for all a and e,-+O. We have 
A!, 
C-St) G,(t) 
II G,(t) II + &a dp - /!, llxi*II dp - /I 
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= 11 ;,, Gdt)[ Ilxi*ll - II’W)ll -~a dp IIxi*IIW&)II +~a) 1 II 
1 
S Illg(t - IIG,(t)IIIqdP 
A-4,) A, 
“q+AA,)G 1 
/-4Aij 1 1 
5 m j )II&)II - IIW)II~4d~ t4Aij) R I 1 1’q+&a . 
Now, by (3) and as E,+O, we conclude that 
GAO 
A!, IIG&)II +&a 
G,(t) 
dfl- j,, m dfl 
whence 
II 
* 
f$T-AAgI a -!- j,, l,G;;;;:,, dpl/ -+O’ 
Now, x~/llx~ll is a w *-denting, and hence a denting, point of B(X*), so, by 
Theorem 4, and the remark following it, we get 
1 Xi* 
(4) - - 
G,(t) 
’ 1 IId+I - IIGMII +E, dp-‘o* /Mij) A, II 
Now, 
5 II+W)lld~ 
4 
G,(t) 
= i’xi*” j,, 116 - ilG,(t)U +E, + 
G,(t) G,(t) -- 
IIG#)II +~a IIxi*II dp I 
i II 
* 5 llxi*II s G,(t) 
A,, & - IIGAI +&a d’ I/
IIW)II 
+ A!, llG&)II +~a 
~IIxi*/I - IlWIIi +G dp 1 IIxi*II * 
The first term of the sum goes to zero by (4) and the second by (3). Hence we 
have 
j Ilxi”- Wt)lldvO or J,, IIgW- G,(OlldvO. 
4 
NOW, since A, and A were arbitrary, we have actually proved that 
; IId - G,(t)lld/--J. 
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Using this fact and (l), we can choose {a,} such that both G,“(t)-+g(t) a.e. 
[LCI and IIGanll,+ll&. Hence, we have, by a well-known result (see, e.g., [17], 
p. 158) I/G,“--ggll,-+O. But this contradicts the choice of {G,}. 
The converse follows immediately from Lemma 5, the remarks following 
Lemma 9 and the observation that if g = Cp”_, xi*&, and {y:} C B(X*), 
W* 
YCf * ----+ .$/I] xk* II for some 
and g, 
W* 
-g. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 6. In the set-up of Lemma 10, put X=(Oae,. X&, 
sZ=r, Z=Power set of I- and p = counting measure. Then Lp(p, X) = I,,(X) 
and Lp(u X)*=I,(X*)=L%, X*). Now, 
Identify X with the subspace (((~,6,&,~)~~~} c l,(X), where 
1 0 if a#@ 6, = 1 if a=/3. 
Then X* gets identified with the subspace {((x~S~&~~)B~~} c l,(X*). Observe 
that with this identification, a net {x,*> c B(X*) is w*-convergent o a point 
X:E S(X*) if and only if the net {x,*} c B&(X*)) is w*-convergent to X$E 
W,(X*)). 
Now Lemma 6 follows immediately from Lemma 10. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. Let X be a Banach space, (Q, 2, p) a probability space, 1 < r< 03. 
Let A c S(X). The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is norm dense in S(X). 
(b) M,.(A) is norm dense in S(L’@, X)). 
(c) N,(A) is norm dense in S(L’(p, X)). 
PROOF. Since simple functions in S(L’(,u, X)) are norm dense (a) implies (b), 
and since M,.(A) c N,.(A), (b) implies (c). So, it remains to prove (c) implies (a). 
Now, if XES(X), xxo~S(L’(p, X)). So, by (c), there exists a sequence 
{f,} c N,(A) such that 1) f, - xxo llr+O. But then some subsequence {f,,} con- 
verges to xxo a.e. [pu]. Now, if tES2 is such that IIf,,(xx&t)\1 -+O, then 
II f,,(t) --XII +O. Since llxll = 1, for all sufficiently large k, II f,,(t)11 20 and 
II f,,(t) ho EjKX . /I 
As fn,EN,(A), such f,,(t)/11 f,,(t)11 EA. Hence (a) follows. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8. Suppose Lp(,u, X) has the MIP. Let A be a norm 
dense subset of S(X) and v, : S(X)-+S(X*) be a support mapping. By Lemma 
11, M,,(A) is norm dense in S(L”(@, X)). Let f = Cy=, xi&, E M,(A), define 
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bdf)= ,i, IIx;/Ip-l~ XE; 
Then, wdf) E WQ, X*N C S(vqb X*1) and (f, I,@)> = 1. Thus, v/ can be 
extended to a support mapping I,G : S(Lp(,u, X))-S(V&, X*)). 
Now, tji is a support mapping, M,(A) is norm dense in S(Lp@, X)) and 
Lp(p, X) has the MIP, so by Theorem 1, p(M,,(A)) = t,~(M#l)) is norm dense 
in S( V&U, X*)). But w(M,(A)) c S(L4(u X*)) and Lq(p, X*) is a norm closed 
subspace of V& X*). Hence V& X*) =Lq(p, X*) and we see then that 
I,u(M,(A)) is norm dense in S(Lq@, X*)). Observe that M,((p(A)) 1 t,~(M#l)), 
so that M,(&l)) is norm dense in S(Lq(p, X*)). Now, Lemma 11 implies that 
p(A) is dense in S(X*). 
Since A was an arbitrary dense subset of S(X) and p, an arbitrary support 
mapping on X, Theorem 1 implies X has the MIP. 
Conversely, let X have the MIP and V&U, X*) =L~(,u, X*). Let A = {w*- 
denting points of B(X*)}. By Theorem 1, A is norm dense in S(X*). By Lemma 
11, M,(A) is norm dense in S(Lq(u X*)). And by Lemma 10, M,(A) c {w *- 
denting points of B(Lq(p, X*))}. Again by Theorem 1, Lp(p, X) has the 
MIP. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 12. Let X be a Banach space, let A be the Lebesgue measure on 
[0, 11, let 1 <p< 00. Then, 
(a) Lp(,l, X) has the CL 
(b) Lp(A, X) has the MIP if and only if X has the MIP and X is an Asplund 
space. 
PROOF. (a) follows immediately from Theorem 7. 
For (b), recall (from [3]) that V,(,& X*) = Lq(l, X*) if and only if X* has 
the RNP with respect to 3, if and only if X* has the RNP if and only if X is 
an Asplund space. Now, appeal to Theorem 8. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. (1) For any Banach space X, L’(,D, X) clearly lacks the MIP. 
(2) For any two Banach spaces (of dimension 22) the injective tensor 
product lacks the MIP [15]. We feel that the same should be true for projective 
tensor products. 
(3) For any Lebesgue-Bochner Lp space, 1 <p< 00, over [0, 11, the MIP 
implies the space is Asplund. 
(4) If the MIP implies the space is Asplund, one should be able to prove 
that if X has the MIP then Lp@, X) has the MIP, which in turn would prove 
that X is Asplund. 
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